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Mass f3alance of the Taku Glacier, Alaska from 1946 to 1986
Abstract
The Taku Glacier b a temperate. muidme glacier of tbc Juneau IccIicld. m u t h e ~ MML.
t
This glacier is the largest of tbc
icefield, and baa edvanccd 6.8 km since 18% 1.6 km eince 1948. The mlsa bdance record of the Taku Glacier (1946-1966)
indicates that tbe glacier's continued rdvllrce hra been due to positive m u n bdancc. The mean annual balance durzng the
194b1986 period wra +0.37 .t 0.06 meteniyetr (mi.) of rater equivdent Due to the large surplus balance of the previous
40 yearn the Taku Glacier will continue to advmce for the remainder of this century.

lntroductlon
Since 1946 the Juneau Icefield has been the site
of extensive annual field measurements conducted by the Juneau Icefield Research Program
UIRP). In 1949 JIRP came under the aegis of
the American Geographic Society with support
from the Office for Naval Research (ONR). After
completion of the ONR contract in 1957, support
was received from the Foundation for Glacier and
Environmental Research. Since then JIRP has
been under the direction of Maynard Miller. Annual field measurements include deteimination
of the equilibrium line altitude (ELAX balance
gradient, glacier surface velocity, glacier surface
level, heat balance, surface meteorology and
terminus fluctuations. The main emphasia has
been on the Tnku Glacier ( F i r e I and 2), the
icefield's largest glacier (671 km3
Taku Glacier is divided into three zones: the
ablation zone (1 13 km3 below the equilibrium
line altitude (ELA), the lower neve region (178
km3 extending for 400 m in elevation above the
ELA, and the upper neve region (380 km') occurring more than 400 m above the ELA. These
am climatic zonea The ablation zone is primarily
sensitive to ablation a e m n temperahut, the u p
per neve zone is primarily sensitive to accumulation aso on precipitrtioq and the lower mvt zone
in ~ n a i t i v eto both accum&tion s e w n precipitation and abktion season temperature. Taku
Glacier has eight primary tributnrics and two terminus tonguea; the main glacier terninus and the
Holcin-the-Wsll reminus. The Hole-in-he-WaU
Glacier branches off of the main Taku Gincier,
five k~lometersfrom the main terminus. In this
study the Holt-&&ow& Glaeier L not referred

to separately since in a mass balance assessment
it is part of the Taku Glacier.

Mass Balance Measurement Methods
The mass balance measured on the Taku Glacier
is a surface balance. The techniques used are the
standard stratigraphic methods described in detail by (BChapelIe 1954, Miller 1956, Nielsen
1957, Hubley 1957, Heusser and Marcus 1%4),
and described briefly below. The measurements
are carried out from late June through midSeptember. thus actual winter (October-April)and
summer (May-September)balance are not determined, only annual balance is determined. The
annual balance of the Taku Glacier is largely
based on measurements at 19 fixed sites conducted at the same time each year, using the
same methods.
In the accumulation zone snowpits and crevasse stratigraphy are used to determine snow
depth. Water equivalent is measured in a continuous vertical profile through the annual snow
layer. Probing is not an accurate technique due
to the presence of ice lenses. In the ablation zone,
ablation stakes are drilled into the fun or ice and
the surface ablation measured. The product of
surface density and surface level change yieids
ablation. It must be emphasized that ablation
records seIdom span the entire ablation season.
A number of ndditicnal techniques have been
used in recent years to reduce and better understand the sources of errors in employing rhe
above methods of annual balance measurement.
Ablation triangles are used to determine annual
ablation instead of individual ablation stales.
Each ablation triangle consists of three stakes
h"onhwest Seicnce, Vol. 64, No. 3, 1990
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Figure I. Locstion mnp of Tabu Glacict, A l r t t r

driven or d d e d into the glacier 3 m apart, fonn-

ing m equifateral mangle. Huhley (1957) pointed
out the major sources of error associated with

using ablation stakes: failure to measure density, failure to monitor the water content of the
entire accumulation layer, and the use of data
from only one point on a variable glacier surface.
To reduce such errors. daily measurements of
surface ahlatton are made at nine locations on
the triangle perimeter. The mean surfaer ahla.
tion value is multiplied by the measured surface
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density to obtain ablation. This method indicates
an increased varianre of 0.01 mlday in ablation
determination using a single point versus using
multiple points. This error compounded daily
would result in significant cumulat~veerror for
the entirr ablation season.

The major c n o i tn t h ablatron
~
sludges arises
from ~nahllgr)to conduct s ~ u d ~ at
e s the b e p ntng and ronclus~onof the ahlrtron season on
en annurri basis. Ertrapolat~onsare used baaed
on data from multt-)car nblatrcn s t u d ~ e sand

figure 2. Terminur of h e TlIv Ghcier in lq91.

ablation studies that have continued into the accumulation season in 1950, 1951, 1952, 1964,
1961, 1965, 1973, 1974, and 1982 (Miller 1956,
Miller 1%3). The second major error is the
sparseness of ablation measurements.
Errors in mass balance calculation due to not
considering internal accumulation on Alaskan
glacier are significant (Mayo m d Trabant 1984).
Internal accumulation is the refreezing of meltwater within the snow and firn pack. Only meltwater that escapes the glacier is ablation. Internal
accumulation is estimated based on bulk density measurements of the upper four accumuhtion
layers. Correlation of stratigraphic layers on a
yearly bask indicates that in the first three years
after burial the accumulation Iayer wiU receive
from downward percolation approximately the
amount of meltwater that the Iayer lost while at
the surface. Due to denaifrcation and diagenetic
smtctures impeding flow, there is negligible percolerian through more than the fust lour innual
layers. This attribute has been noted on temperate glaciers in the Csuculu Mauntaios as well
(Bahzev 1986). On the Taku Glacier above I600
m rblation is limited as moe? melrwater is re-

tained in the snow and firn pack as internal accumulation. I n t e n d accumulation increases with
elevation, comprising 10 percent of the annual
accumulation at 1000 m, 10-14 percent at 1200
m and 15-21 percent between 1400 m and 2100
m (Leighton 1952, Miller 1%3). Below 1400 m
much of the meltwater escapes the glacier system
quickly and is ablation.
Errors csn arise in accumulation measurements due to small scale variations of firnsnowpack depth and density. To determine this
error the snowpack depth and density was
checked at 40 locations in a 1000 m' area at dif.
ferent elevations and in different years (Pelto
1984). The standard deviation was only k0.07
m of water equivalent in a 1 to 2 m snowpack.
As noted by (LaChspeUe 1954, Hubley 1954,
Miiler 1956), the density of the summer snowpack
on the Taku Clacier is n remarkably uniform
0.540.62 tg!m during $c latter portion of the
ablation period, from the surface to the base of
the annual accurnularion layer.
Spot measuremenib of mass balance can be
extrapolated on Taku Glacier becnuec of the conristency of accurnularion and ablation over
Taku Glacier Mass Balance
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sizable areas. In the accumulation zone this is
largely due to the fact that wind drifting and
avalanchtng are not important sources of accumulation. The comparatively smooth surface
of the Taku Glacier results in even deposition,
erosion and melting of the snowpack. During the
majority of the ablation season, low complete
cloud cover persists. The result is a uniform heat
budget, and consequently uniform ablation at the
surface of the glacier over regions a t the same
elevation. These factors allow a lower sampling
density tn mass balance determination on the
Taku Glacier than is typical.

Annual Balance Calculatlon
The methods described above have not always
been str~ctlyfollowed by the several hundred
researchers who have gathered m a s balance data
on the Taku Glacter. The methods do allow use
of less comprehensive data as 40 years of study
h m yielded a n excellent understand~ngof the
mass halsnce vanation on the Taku Glacter and
problems tn mzasurtng it. Although no mass
balance results have been previously published
for [he TaLu Glarier, now after 40 consecuti\e
years of extensne measurements sufficient mass
balance data exrsis to accuratelj reconstruct the
annual balance htstory of the Taku Glacter for
the 1916 to 1986 pertod
The Tnku Glarier mass balance record is the
longer: in Sorth America. However, the record
must be t r ~ a l e dwith care as there are limitations
to the accuracy of the record. Despite the inaccuracies rhts record i s a valuable ciimattc record
for the Coarr Rdnge of Alacha.
I.tmi!a!iitnr- to the mass balaore rrcord are:
{ I ) T ~ densit!
c
of :nr.asuremenls averages 1 per
13 km'. and are p a r t t r u l a r l ~sparse in the ablation zone. (21 ?fleasuremenis are usua!iy concluded by earl? September. At this time the accumularion seeson has begun in the arrumulation zone, but not in the ablation zone. (3) Data
acquirition in the ablation zone does not usually extend over the entire ablation season and is
often not undertaken on the lower 12 km of the
Taku Giacier, (4) h f e a s u r t m ~ n ~have
s heen carried our by screral hundred diferent researchers.
Honeirr. mttrgattng I ~ P S PItmi!at~ovi are ( I )
S ~ n c e1046 measurements hake hren completed
ann~all! at 18 S ~ P C I ~ Iloratit)r~s
C
on the Taku
Glacier tFlgure 3) Heasurerocntc at these 18 siten
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Ftgure 3. Locntioo of the 18 a i t n where l n n u d m a s bdancc
mearurerncnts bare been completed since 1946.

are completed each year using the same methods
at the same ttme of the year Each year these
measurements are supplemented by other measurements, but the balance gradient used rn
reconstructing annual balance IS largel) based
on these 18 measurement sites The mass balance
calculations are then conststent and precise
Clrmat~cinterpretattons are not lrrnxted h j the
aforement~onedsvqtpmatrc errors (1)Measurements carrted out throughout the ablation season
In ntne different years are used to extrapolate
ablatton data to the end of the ablation period
(3) The balance gradient of the Taku Glarter in
the abtatzon zone has s constant shape that a
known, but does ehtft wtth respect to altitude
(Mayo 1984, Pelto 1987) The balance gradient
shape ts fixed wrth rezpect to elevatton annually
using the EW. Thus, the stlation tare at any
elevation can be determined (I)Errors due to
the number of researchers 14 l ~ m ~ f ebyd the fact
that ail are tratned to u5e the same merhodu, and
that at least one exptr~enredresearcher super
V I S C ~ each measurement

Alt avalable mass balance measurement data
are used to construct a mean mass balance gradient and mass balance map for the entire glacier
(Figures 4 and 5). Mass balance data for each individual year was compiled and contoured. In
areas where data gaps exist mass balance contoura are extrapolated, based on the mean mass
balance contour pattern, with the magnitude of
each mass balance contour adjusted to fit the existing data from that year (Figure 5). A mean
mass balance map for the entire glacier is completed and the mass balance for the glacier is
calculated by integration.

,
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Figure 4. Bdancc p d i e n t .nd area dev~tioncurve for Tau
Gkcier.

The annual balance (bn), the sum of the prod.
uctli of the mean annual balance (bz) and the
glacier surface area (Az) within each 160 m elevation zone of the Taku Glacier (Figures 4 and 5).
Equation 1 is used to calculate annual balance.
In equation 1, At is the total glacier area. Standard errors reported are for one standard deviation of the observed fluctuarion in direct mass
balance measurements. Below the ELA on the
T&u Glacier mass balance calculations reIy wIely on rblation studies, with u, estimated average
annual balance error of k0.20 m. The lack of
measurements in the &lation zone cause a high
but systematic error. The error is again limited
by the uniformity of ablation which can be ac.
curntefy estimated from the obserued balance
gradient. In the iower neve gone the averlge er-

ror is rtO.15 m, due primarily to the failure in
conducting measurements to the absolute conclusion of the ablation season. The upper nevc
zone has an error of k0.10 m resulting from a
lower than ideal sampling density. All of the latter errors are random. The error in annual balance measurements for the entire Taku Glacier
is k 0.14 m, dropping to f 0.08 m for any given
ten-year period. The annual balance record for
the Taku Glacier during the 1946-1985 period
is shown in Table I.

Mass Balance end Climatic Trends
The mass balance record of the Taku Glacier
from 1946-1986 can be drvided into sir segments
(Figure 6). (1) 1946-1949 was a period of positive
annual balance, resulting from high winter cyclonic activity. (2) From 1950 to 1957 a period
of negative annual balance due to below normal
accumulation temperatures was associated with
decreased cyclonic activity. (3) The 19581%2
period had increasing annual balances as winter
temperature and precipitation increased. (4) During the 1964-1975 period, cool ablation season
temperatures and above average winter precipitation caused large surplus annual balances. The
low winter temperatures of this period were noted
throughout the northern hemisphere, in an analysis of 191 weather stations, and did not reflect
decreased cyclonic activity (Kelly et al. 1982). (5)
From 1976 to 1983 temperatures rose rapidly
during both accumulation and ablation seasons.
The increased ablation offset increased accumulation, and low surplus annual balances
resulted. (6) 1984 through 1988 was a period of
extreme positive mass balance, caused by record
winter warmth and high accumulation season
cyclonic activity. The prevailing wind direction
shifted for the first time since 1946 from southeast to east-southeast. The true nature m d
cause of this last climatic fluctuation are not pet
clear.
Each of the six periods mentioned above indicates a change in local weather noted in Juneau
and a change in mass balance on the Taku
Glacier. This analysis demonstrates that Juneau
weather records can be useful in predicting
glacier regimen for Taku Glacier if fluctuations
in weather caused by local, regional or global
scale variation of atmospheric circuhtion are
distinguished.
Taku Glacier Mass Balance
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P i p e Sa. 1962 mou h&cc map of the Taiu Glacier, in meten
of xater cquinfcnt Mcuurcment sites indicated by L
Sb. Mun m m b
h map of Taka GLeicr (1946-1986).
5r 1962 arul. h h c e map of the Triku Clrcicr iued to
crleu2.1~-\u( b a l m . T ~ u
Ma comporirc af Sa and
Sb. Tbe contour p4nern ia Sb is wed to fill in dam lplp
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T.4BLE 1. T b c anoud equilibrium line altitude (ELA), anmild net bdance (b.) in mlllimetem of water
equivalent and numbcr of mersurement eitn for
t h e Tsku Ciacier, h l ~ k afrom 1946 to 1986.
Year

ELA

4,

Data point.

1%
I947
1948
2949
1950
I951
19.52
1953
1954

1955
19.56

1957
1958
1959
1WO
1961
1962
1%3
1964

1965
1966
:A57
1968
1969
1970

1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977

1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1%
1985

1986
Mean

Recant GIadler Mlstory
The mass balance of southeast Ahakan glaciers
is dictated by (1) the calving flux, (2) the percentage of a glacier's total area within tbe maximum
accumulation area (MAA) and, (31 most importantly, the accumufation area ratio (MR). MR
is the percentage of a glacier's total area above
the E M IMeicr and Post 1962). M R is reported
m a percentage. In muthem1 Almka the maxi-

mum accumulation zone is the region where
mean accumulalion season temperatures are -5
to -ll°C (Pelto 1987). Changes in the regimen
of glaciers that are not surging occur only when
AAR and MAA cross threshold values necessary
to maintain equilibrium (Mercer 1961). Below the
threshold values negative mass balances cause
glacier retreat. Above the threshold values
positive mass balances lead to glacier advance.
The Taku Clacier is not a surging glacier and
has had a negligible calving rate since 1946.
Thus, only AAR and MAA determine its present
behavior. The threshold value for AAR and M.4.A
are 67 and 50 for a low calving rate or noncalving glacier (Pelto 1987).
The Taku Glacier and its distributary tongue
the Hole-in-the-Wall Glacier began advancing in
the 1890s from a retracted position. At this time
the glacier had an AAR of 88 and a MAA of 64,
more than sufficient to maintain a strong advance
behind the protective terminus shoal built by the
glacier (Field 1952). The advance continued
behind the progressing terminus shoal, which was
effectively a push moraine (Miller 1963). By iFaij
the main terminus had advanced 5.3 km from its
retracted position, a rate of 88 miyear, and was
no longer calving. The AAR was 86 and the M A 4
was 63 providing a strong positive mass balance
that has driven an additional 1.5 km advance of
the main terminus since 1948, a rate of 37 mtyear.
Today the Taku Glacier does not calve and with
an MR of 82 and a MM of 62 still has a strong
positive mass balance, which will enable the
glacier to advance for the remainder of this century. The Taku Clacier is in the advance stage
of the Alaskan tidewater glacier advance-retreat
cycle, and is comparatively insensitive to climate
at present. Figure 7 shows the terminus behavior
of the Taku Glacier, Hole-in-the-Wall Clacier, and
Norris Glacier since 1890. The Hole-in-the-Wall
terminus has advanced 3 2 km since 1890, at a
rate of 33 miyear. The Hole-in-the.Wa11 Glacier
is a spillover tongue of the Taku Glacier and has
a parallel history. The Norris Glacier has an M R
of 61 and a MAA of 38, values that ere well below
equilibrium threshold values, resulting in 1.8 km
retreat since 1890.
The reduced advance rate of recent decades
is caused by the expanding terminal front (Field
1952, Miller 1963). not derfining mass batanee.
Heusser (1952) attributed the Taku Glacier's advance to a series of ice waves and not to positive
Tsku Glacier Mms Balance
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F i e 6. Five yew running mean of #rmmulatioo urmn temperiiture f l w l ablation u l m o temperature (Te) urd muu bdanec
(bn) of Taka Glacier.

mass balance. small ice waves are present 10 to
20 km above the terminus, but they are infrequent and not of a r c d e that could cause a continuous advance over a period of thirty years. It
is evident that the advance of the Taku Glacier
in due to a positive mass balance.

Summary
The annual balance record for the Taku Glacier
assembled from existing JIRP data provides the
bngest continuous record in North America The
Taku Glacter has had a positive balance for
alntosr the entire period (Figure 6).The mean annual balance during the 1946-1986 period on
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Taku Glacier has been +0.37 mlyear

f 0.06
mlyear. The positive mass balance of the past forty years will allow the glacier to continue to advance for the remainder of this century regardleas
of climatic variations.

The annual balance record for the Taku
Glacier and Juneau weather records indicate a
significant climatic fluctuation beginning in
1976. Temperatures increased sharply for each
season of the year in the Arctic Basin during this
period (Kelly et oL 1983).The true nature of the
climatic trend is not clear. What is elear u e the
unparalleled extremes of climate in southe&
Maaka during the last decade.

Frgur? 7 T e r m ~ n u rbehartor of T a i t ! Glacier. F;onrs G I a r ~ r rand Holr.tn-thr U '11 Giac~cr
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